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DFIG Topologies for DC Networks: A Review on
Control and Design Features
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Abstract—The doubly fed induction machine has been traditionally adopted in adjustable-speed ac power generation drives in
order to take advantage of the reduced rating for the power electronic interface. Aside this well-established application where the
doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) is controlled by a back-toback converter, recent literature records a growing interest toward
un-conventional DFIG drives for dc power generation, combining
DFIG high control freedom with simplified power electronic interfaces to achieve an overall cheap and fully controllable system. Despite several concepts have been demonstrated on small-scale rigs,
there is a lack of systematic comparison among different topologies
and control solutions. This paper bridges this gap by providing a
review of recent topologies, their control, design and performance,
and operation issues. As major novelties, this paper includes
off-spec performance comparison of different torque-ripple mitigation strategies, discussion of sizing requirements for generator
and power electronics, fundamental aspects of the behavior under
voltage dips, and priorities and challenges for future research on
the subject.
Index Terms—DC grid, doubly fed induction machine, fieldoriented control (FOC), microgrid, rectifier.

NOMENCLATURE
a
e
is , ir
idc1 , idc2
Kr
kp , ki
ks
Ls , Lm , Lr
m
n12
pg , pf e

Referring factor for the equivalent circuit.
Induced electromotive force (p.u.).
Stator and rotor current (p.u.).
Diode bridge and inverter dc current (p.u.).
Resonant controller parameter (p.u.).
Parameters of the PI controller (p.u.).
Integral gain of the frequency controller (p.u.).
Stator, magnetizing,!and rotor inductance (p.u.).
Voltage ratio udc /( 2/3Usn ).
Stator/rotor turn ratio.
Airgap power, core losses (p.u.).
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ωc , ω0
τ
τ, λ
φ1

Active power.
Stator, rotor resistance (p.u.).
Laplace variable or slip power rating.
Electromagnetic torque (p.u.).
DC-bus, stator, and rotor voltages (p.u.).
Stator flux, mechanical, and slip angles (electr.
rad).
Angle of the generic dq frame.
Inner variable for frequency control.
Small-signal increment.
Stator, magnetizing, and rotor flux linkage (p.u.).
Rated (base) stator angular frequency (rad/s).
Stator frequency, slip speed, and rotor speed
(p.u.).
Resonant controller parameters (rad/s).
Time constant (s).
Parameters for minimization of losses.
Stator phase-displacement angle.

Superscripts
x̄
∗
x̂

Space vector quantity.
Set point value.
Estimated value.

Subscripts
0
a, b, c
d, q
m
pk
s, r
R
α, β
x

Quiescent point in the small-signal analysis.
Phases.
Oriented frame axes.
Mechanical or magnetizing.
Peak value.
Stator and rotor.
Relative to rotor in Γ equivalent circuit.
Stationary axes.
Complex conjugate of x̄.

P
rs , rr
s, S
Te
udc , us , ur
γsψ , γm , γsr
γs
δ
∆
ψs , ψm , ψsr
ωb
ωs , ωsr , ωm

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) has been
widely adopted in wind power generation since the 1990s
when fixed-speed wind turbines began to be considered obsolete and the concept of variable-speed turbines took over [1]–[4].
The main motivation behind DFIG wide popularity across wind
industry is the relatively low cost of the whole system, primarily
because the power converter can be rated to 25–30% of the overall power converted [2], while allowing the slip to vary within
the range ±33% and match the optimal power characteristic
of wind turbines enabling maximization of energy extraction.
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Although DFIGs have lower torque density than permanent
magnet (PM) generators, geared DFIG drives are still lighter
than PM direct-drive generators [3].
AC-mains tided-up generation aside, there is some ongoing
research activity on DFIG system topologies for unconventional
applications such as variable-frequency adjustable speed generation [5], dual-converter topologies for reversible speed highpower drives [6], and dc power generation. They take advantage
of inherent DFIG flexibility and controllability in order to minimize sizing ratings and amount of controlled power electronics.
The most prominent application deals with the integration of the
DFIG into a dc power system and is relevant to wind power generation and interconnection [7], distributed generation and dc
microgrids [8], [9], islanded power systems for mines [10], and
on-board power generation [11]. In essence, the natural DFIG
capability of operating with an adjustable speed and a fixed frequency with fractional-rated power electronics is retrieved for
variable-speed constant dc-voltage generation. The proposed
topologies include single-voltage-source-inverter (VSI) + uncontrolled rectifier (DFIG-dc) [14], [16], [19], [21]–[26],
[28]–[41], [44]–[45], [47], [48] and double-VSI [18],
[20], [49]–[56], [64] layouts. They overcome the intrinsic
oversizing penalty usual wound-field synchronous generator +
uncontrolled rectifier would face with when operating at constant voltage and variable speed and can deliver a competitive
solution for dc power generation.
All these proposals are still at the research level, and though
the concepts have been demonstrated on small-scale rigs, there
is a lack of systematic comparison between different topologies
and control solutions for the same objective. Also, the implications of different control strategies on design aspects are still
unclear and need to be discussed more in depth in order to
identify the best options in relation to the applications.
This paper intends to review the existing unconventional
DFIG-based dc power generation drive topologies, control
schemes, and design aspects in order to outline guidelines
for practical implementation. As major novelties, this paper includes off-spec performance comparison of different
torque-ripple mitigation strategies and discussion of sizing requirements for generator and power electronics for different
schemes.
Different options to interface the DFIG to a dc network are
described in Section II. A model is presented in Section III,
and a review of control methods is presented in Section IV.
Torque-ripple mitigation techniques are reviewed in Section V.
Section VI describes design aspects, and Section VII describes
the double-VSI DFIG-dc layout. Section VIII is dedicated to the
low-voltage right-through (LVRT) issues. Finally, Section IX
highlights the pending challenges and hot research questions
yet to be addressed on the subject.
II. INTERFACE OPTIONS AND THE DFIG-DC SYSTEM
The first layout to interface the DFIG to a dc power system
was proposed in [12] and is shown in Fig. 1(a). It was derived from the standard ac layout with a back-to-back converter
by adding a fully rated diode bridge at the common coupling

Fig. 1.

Different options to interface the DFIG to a dc power system.

point of the stator and the “grid-side” VSI. While the rotor-side
converter is in charge of regulating the torque and stator frequency, the “grid-side” VSI can be used as an active filter to
compensate for harmonics and have sinusoidal waveforms and
ripple-free torque at the DFIG. Early applications of this concept
can be tracked back to [13], where the main emphasis was on
supplying nonlinear loads within the context of stand-alone ac
power generation. Despite being extremely flexible, this layout
requires two VSIs, one diode bridge, and decoupling reactors,
resulting in increased costs and footprint.
This concept was upgraded in [14] by eliminating the
common-coupling-point VSI and paralleling the diode bridge
and rotor-side VSI on the same dc link [see Fig. 1(b)]. The resulting layout—often referred to as “DFIG-dc system”—offers
the advantage of using only an inexpensive diode bridge and a
derated VSI. The distorted currents and voltages caused by the
diode bridge [15] are the main drawback of this system: as referenced in this paper, there are strategies to reduce their impact
on the torque. Alternatively, the diode bridge can be connected
to the rotor and the VSI at the stator terminals [14], [16].
A single-VSI layout was also proposed in [17], where the
stator feeds only ordinary stand-alone ac loads, and the rotorside (unique) VSI dc link is connected to a dc microgrid. In this
configuration, however, the dc power flow is not controllable,
as it depends on the rotor slip.
A further modification was made in [18]–[20] by abandoning the diode bridge and moving to the double-VSI structure
in Fig. 1(c): the VSIs are both paralleled on the dc power system. They allow the DFIG to operate with sinusoidal currents,
addressing the issue of harmonics. Under some control techniques, the two VSIs can still be rated to a fraction of the overall
power.
The scheme in Fig. 1(d) [21] is a hybrid ac–dc solution,
which allows the interconnection to a dc power system or a
microgrid, while maintaining the capability of supplying ac
loads. Power quality requirements dictated by the presence of ac
loads, however, make the use of a 12-pulse diode bridge highly
compelling, which then calls for a special transformer. In all
these topologies, the dc link may supply a dc microgrid or be
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T-equivalent circuit of the induction machine.

connected to a high-voltage dc grid via an appropriate dc–dc
boost converter [22]. As a further option [23], the dc link might
supply the ac mains via a third fully rated VSI: this solves wellknown LVRT issues caused by the DFIG direct connection to
the ac mains, though at the expense of significant extra power
electronic equipment involved.
III. MODELING
A. Machine Model
Per-unit (p.u.) variables (except for time) and conventions
in Fig. 2 are considered throughout this paper. The state-space
model in a reference frame rotating at p.u. speed ωs is
ūs = − rs īs +
ūr = rr īr +

1 dψ̄s
+ jωs ψ̄s
ωb dt

1 dψ̄r
+ j (ωs − ωm ) ψ̄r .
ωb dt

(1)
(2)

Control reference frame ωs and mechanical ωm p.u. speeds
are referred to the base frequency ωb (in rad/s).
The torque is given by
#
"
Lm
(3)
Imag ψ̄s ir .
Te =
Ls
The relation between flux linkages and currents is
ψ̄s = − Ls īs + Lm īr

ψ̄r = − Lm īs + Lr īr .

(4)
(5)

These equations are represented by the circuit in Fig. 2.
Alternatively, some authors use the dynamic model related
to the Γ equivalent circuit, where the rotor voltage and flux
(current) are multiplied (divided) by the inductance ratio
Ls /Lm .
B. Uncontrolled Rectifier Model
The diode bridge, placed at the stator terminals, introduces
harmonics that will be present on the stator and rotor circuits
and give rise to torque ripples. In a first approximation, a firstharmonic model can be used to understand some of the proposed
control methods. As proved in [24], a phase shift φ1 between the
first harmonics of stator (terminal) voltage and current is almost
constant and around 12° over a wide range of stator current
values. Fig. 3 shows the resulting steady-state phasor diagram,
where the d-axis is aligned with the stator flux linkage: this

Fig. 3.

First-harmonic steady-state phasor diagram.

particular choice is relevant to most of the control strategies.
Different choices (such as in [14] and [25]) are discussed in
Section V. Therefore, the simplest model for the diode bridge
simply neglects this phase shift assuming φ1 = 0, resulting in
stator voltage and current first harmonics being in phase with
each other—according to the convention in Fig. 2. The phasor
diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the stator voltage space vector is
almost aligned with the q-axis. Neglecting the resistive voltage
drop and projecting (1) on the q-axis yields
usq ≈ ωs ψs .

(6)

It can be shown that there are simple approximate relations
between diode bridge first-harmonic ac and average dc quantities [14], [25]–[26]. The following approximated relations will
be invoked:
|ūs | ≈

2
udc ,
π

|īs | ≈

π
idc1 ≈ idc1 .
3

(7)

Harmonics mainly affect system ratings, as discussed in
Section VI.
At constant dc voltage, (6) and (7) prove that the product
stator flux × frequency is constant. This important relation is
used for the control of stator frequency using the stator flux
magnitude in some control schemes.
A more accurate model accounting for a nonzero phase shift
φ1 ≈ 13◦ is used for optimization purposes [24].
IV. CONTROL SCHEMES FOR THE DFIG-DC SYSTEM
A. Control Requirements
The DFIG-dc has an uncontrolled rectifier on the stator and
a VSI converter on the rotor. Consequently, it can only be controlled via the rotor terminals. Suitable control inputs (reference
signals) are the torque (in grid-connected systems) or dc voltage
(in stand-alone systems) and another variable, such as the flux
or stator frequency (see Fig. 4).
There are several methods to control electrical machines in
general that can be adapted to the DFIG-dc. The classic methodology uses several chains in cascade being the inner control loop
a torque controller, which is implemented directly as in the direct torque control (DTC) or indirectly via a current controller,
which is used in field-oriented methods. Direct power control
methods may also be used to control the DFIG-dc system.
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Fig. 5.

Open-loop FOC system [29].

Fig. 6.

Open-loop FOC system [30].

Control variables in the DFIG-dc system.

B. Field-Oriented Control
Field-oriented control (FOC) methods are based on a control
system implemented in a rotating reference frame synchronized
and aligned with a defined flux. In the ac DFIG, as well in the
DFIG-dc layout, the system is controlled by the rotor circuits,
and to simplify decoupling, the stator flux is preferable. In this
reference frame, the torque is proportional to the stator flux
amplitude and to the q-axis rotor current
Te = (Lm /Ls ) ψs ir q

(8)

and can be controlled using the q-axis rotor current.
1) Driven Reference Frame (or Open-Loop) Schemes:
These methods are inspired to well-established frequency control schemes in ac stand-alone DFIG systems [27], [13]. They
are based on the assumption that, at a steady state, the stator frequency is given by the speed of the control dq reference frame
measured on the stator reference frame. They impose stator flux
orientation and frequency by driving the control reference frame
at constant speed [14], [25], [29]–[28]. The stator flux will result
from the imposed constraints.
If control reference frame speed ωs∗ is set, the frame position
∗
γs is
$
∗
γs = ωb ωs∗ dt.
(9)
The slip angle used in the dq-transformations is then
γsr = γs∗ − γm .

(10)

Asymptotic field orientation along the stator flux can be
achieved directly at the current control level enforcing a constraint derived from the DFIG equations. The scheme in [29]
adopts simply a reformulation of (4) with ψsq = 0
i∗r q = (Ls /Lm ) isq

(11)

shown in Fig. 5 and widely used in ac stand-alone DFIGs [27].
In [16] and [30], the orientation constraint locks the d-axis
rotor current according to (11), which comes from the q-axis
stator equation at the steady state. Fig. 6 shows the scheme
diagram revisited in terms of inductances and resistances instead
of time constants, according to the notation used throughout this
paper. The necessary q-axis stator voltage is estimated directly

from the dc voltage
i∗r d =

usq
rs ir q
+ ∗ .
∗
ωs Lm
ωs Ls

(12)

A drawback of (12) is the sensitivity to magnetizing inductance Lm , which is prone to saturation.
Driving the reference frame at constant speed has also been
adopted to implement different field orientations for the control
frame dq and using flux estimators. In [14], the d-axis is aligned
to a fraction of the rotor flux linkage component, with the aim
of changing the effective commutation inductance. Orientation
along the rotor current space vector has been tested in [25]. In
both cases [14], [25], the orientation is forced using a dedicated
proportional–integral (PI) controller to bring the q-axis component of flux or rotor current to zero. They are discussed in detail
in Section V-C.
2) Closed-Loop Schemes: Unlike the methods described in
the previous section, and similarly to control strategies in ordinary ac-grid-connected DFIGs, closed-loop schemes adopt the
estimated stator flux position γsψ to enforce the orientation either directly or through a controller. These strategies are founded
on the evidence that, under constant dc voltage, the product stator flux × frequency is almost constant. Consequently, the stator
frequency can be controlled by adjusting the stator flux via the
d-axis rotor current, which makes the DFIG-dc system quite
peculiar: the speed of the dq reference frame is not directly imposed and follows the speed of the actual flux. The flux may
be set to the rated value or may be adjusted to optimize the
system [24].
The small-signal model appropriate for the study of frequency
control was first derived in [31] by linearizing the q-axis component of (1) and is presented in Fig. 7. A positive variation on
the ir d causes an increase of the stator flux and, consequently,
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Small-signal model for frequency control.

Fig. 8.

FOC scheme and frequency control [31].

Fig. 9.

Block diagram for the synchronizing loop in [31].

Fig. 10.

FOC scheme and frequency control [32].

Fig. 11.

Block diagram of the stator frequency regulation in [32].

Fig. 12.

Step response of control scheme [32] tested on a 3.2-kW DFIG [45].

a decrease of the stator frequency. Therefore, closed-loop FOC
schemes use a frequency error to generate the appropriate d-axis
reference rotor current i∗r d to be enforced by the rotor current
control. The q-axis reference rotor current is usually set to meet
the torque reference demand by inverting (8) (grid-connected
systems) or from the voltage controller (stand-alone systems)
i∗r q = (Ls /Lm )

Te∗
.
ψs

(13)

The first scheme was proposed in [31] and is shown in Fig. 8.
It uses an auxiliary reference frame, whose angle γs is controlled in order to be aligned with the stator flux angle γsψ . The
difference of these two angles δ after being filtered is added as
a correction to the reference stator angle γs∗ . The corresponding small-signal model is given in Fig. 9, assuming infinitebandwidth current controllers. The block diagram shows that
the angle δ is proportional to the frequency error with a lead lag
transfer function [31]. A lead-lag system is in series with the
control chain and acts on the error, that is, on the reference and
on the variable to be controlled.
Alternatively, the stator flux angle γsψ can be directly used
[32], [33] to implement field orientation: in this case, the dq
reference frame angle is simply γs = γsψ . In this approach, the
orientation along the stator flux linkage is achieved instantaneously, with no dynamics involved.
In [32], the information on the frequency error is now obtained
using a slightly modified system, as shown in Fig. 10. The

transfer function between the angle δ and the frequency error
is now a low-pass filter. The small-signal model for the stator
frequency control chain is now described in Fig. 11.
As an example, Fig. 12 shows the response of a control
scheme [32] to a step change in the reference torque from
0 to 0.5 p.u. at ωm = 1.1 p.u. Due to the diode commutation,
the flux contains a visible component at 6ω b (300 Hz), which
then propagates through the control chain and also generates a
significant torque ripple.
The method presented in [34] uses the estimated stator flux
to obtain a measurement for the stator angle, which is used for
stator frequency control using a method similar to Fig. 10.
The stator flux magnitude and angle are estimated from the
stator electromotive force (EMF) via an approximated integrator
(low-pass filter).
Alternative frequency detection methods adopt a phaselocked loop (PLL) with low-pass filters, as in [35] and [36]
or a frequency estimator based on the symbolic derivative of
stator flux angle γsψ = tan− 1 (ψsβ /ψsα ) based on (1) [38].
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Fig. 14.
Fig. 13.

Stand-alone DC voltage control scheme [28], [29].

PLL, flux, and torque control chains in [39].

The frequency error then feeds directly the PI controller setting i∗r d . Small-signal models are to be upgraded, replacing the
frequency detector transfer function with the PLL/frequency
estimator transfer function in the feedback line.
FOC schemes in [39] and [47] use a PLL implemented with
the flux–current relationships to estimate the stator flux angle
and frequency, as shown in Fig. 13. Equation (4) with ψsq = 0
provides the phase detector error ξ as follows:
ξ = (Ls /Lm ) isq + ir q .

(14)

This is driven to zero by a PI controller to generate the estimated flux frequency and, after further integration, the angle for
the field orientation. It should be noticed that, unlike an openloop scheme in [29], constraint ξ = 0 from (14) is only enforced
in the PLL, and not by the q-axis current controller. Unlike in
[31] and [32], the q- and d-axis reference rotor currents are set
with additional torque and flux PI controllers. As suggested in
[47], the output of the integrator inside the PLL PI controller
may produce frequency estimation with lower ripple, though the
stator flux angle is still to be obtained by integrating the overall
controller output.
C. DTC Methods
Although DTC is well established for ac DFIGs, very little work has been undertaken on DTC in the DFIG-dc system.
Gundavarapu et al. [40] presented a DTC implementation for
a stand-alone DFIG-dc system using classical hysteresis torque
and flux controllers and an optimal switching table. The reference torque is provided by a PI controller to regulate the
dc voltage. Compared to FOC, the scheme in [40] does not need
frame transformations and rotor position detection; it only requires the measurement of the rotor speed in order to select the
switching table for the appropriate voltage sequence. The frequency is not directly controlled in this scheme, but follows from
rotor flux and dc voltage set points and depends significantly on
the load level.
The alternative implementation proposed in [41] replaces hysteresis controllers with high-bandwidth PI controllers, which
generate directly the required rotor voltages. However, the control has to work in a reference frame driven at constant speed
(reference stator frequency) and needs voltage frame transformations with the slip angle.

Cruz et al. [48] took a different approach and used predictive control to regulate the torque and rotor flux directly and, at
the same time, with the purpose of suppressing the torque ripple and allowing frequency-wild operation for loss minimization. More details about this scheme are given in Sections IV-F
and V-H.
D. Stand-Alone Control Methods
Stand-alone DFIG-dc systems should have the capability of
controlling the dc voltage. This can be done adding an outer
dc-voltage PI controller to the FOC and frequency control methods discussed in previous sections. As the dc load increases, it
leads to dc voltage variation, which is corrected by the dc voltage controller. The method proposed in [28] and [29] is based
on an open-loop FOC and sets the d-axis rotor current command
i∗r d directly from the voltage PI controller, according to Fig. 14.
Conversely to these methods that use a d-axis to control
the dc voltage, the method in [33] uses the q-axis to perform
dc voltage regulation.
The scheme in [30] provides a cheaper implementation with
no stator voltage sensors: the q-axis stator voltage is estimated
from the dc voltage and the diode bridge voltage transfer relationship (7). In addition, the orientation is forced via a different
constraint (11) as discussed in Fig. 6.
The approach adopted in [33] is somehow complementary to
[29] and [30]: closed-loop FOC is adopted, based on [32], and
dc-voltage sensing is avoided and replaced by the estimate from
the stator voltages using the inverse of (7).
The methods proposed in [40] and [41] are based on the DTC
control method rather in field orientation. In both cases, the
reference torque is obtained using a dc voltage PI controller,
as in [33].
E. Sensorless Control Methods
Sensorless methods are used to avoid the encoder, in order
to obtain the slip position for the FOC implementation, directly
or as a difference between the stator flux and the rotor position. Methods early proposed for ac DFIGs may also be used in
the DFIG-dc system, such as [35], though they may need some
modifications to operate with the frequency regulation and to
cope with the distorted waveforms. Other methods such as in
[26] and [36] were specifically designed for the DFIG-dc system, considering the diode bridge constraints.
The method proposed in [35] derives the rotor current positions γir and γidq with respect to the rotor- and flux-oriented
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Fig. 15.

Air-gap power based sensorless slip angle estimator [35].

Fig. 16.

PLL for tracking the stator frequency [35].

Fig. 17.

Principle of operation of the self-sensing method.

frame by using the rotor current components and the airgap
power pg , respectively, where pg is deduced from stator measurements. Fig. 15 shows the principle: trigonometric relationships allow then the cos and sin of the slip angle γ̂sr to be
deduced. The frequency control is based on the same concept
of closed-loop FOC schemes in Section IV-B2: the d-axis rotor
current is set by a PI controller acting on the frequency error.
The stator frequency is estimated with a PLL tracking the stator
voltage space vector (see Fig. 16). A low-pass filter in the PLL
error reduces ripple produced by harmonics.
It should be noticed that the slip angle estimator [35] has no
dynamics because it is directly founded on algebraic (trigonometric) relationships between angles. In contrast, the estimation
method [36] shown in Fig. 17 is based on the correction of a
suitable error η through a controller. The error η = |is | − îr q is
the input of a PI controller (PI − FOC) that gives an estimation
of the slip frequency ω̂sr , which is then integrated to get the slip
position γ̂sr for field orientation. Fig. 17 also shows the functionality at no load, when switch S is turned on the output of
P I − F0 returning the required slip frequency needed to track
the stator frequency set point.

Fig. 18.

Sensorless slip angle estimator [26].

Fig. 19.

Optimal stator flux [24].
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The method devised in [26] tracks first the stator angle directly from the stator current space vector īs = isα + jisβ as
tan− 1 (isα /isβ ) and then applies a discrete derivator to find the
stator frequency, as shown in Fig. 18. The slip frequency is
obtained from a PI controller processing the frequency error
with respect to the set point: the slip angle estimation follows
from the integration of the slip frequency. Differently from techniques in [35] and [36], this scheme forces the field orientation
by constraint (11) on the reference rotor current i∗r q . Although
formally working with the stator current space vector, the control produces approximated stator voltage orientation, thanks to
the negligible voltage–current phase-shift imposed by the diode
bridge. In this respect, the orientation accuracy is expected to
be similar to that of [36]. Furthermore, the inner current control
in [26] is based on a predictive control strategy instead of PI
current controllers.
F. Optimization Procedures
In the DFIG-dc system, the stator frequency has not necessarily to be maintained at the rated value. Consequently, the
stator frequency, or equivalently the stator flux magnitude, may
be used adjusted with the load and speed level to maximize the
system efficiency. The optimal flux magnitude as a function of
the speed and torque has been derived in [24] and is shown in
Fig. 19 for typical DFIG parameters, considering the constraints
on saturation flux and maximum VSI voltage. Fig. 19 reveals
that for low torque levels, the optimal stator flux magnitude decreases, that is, the stator frequency has to increase above 1 p.u.
The influence of the rotor voltage constraint is visible at low
torque and speed.
The practical implementation proposed in [24] imposes
a relation between the d-axis rotor current and the torque
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Fig. 20. Block diagram for the implementation of an optimal flux
controller [24].

component. The practical optimal reference value i∗m (Opt) for
the magnetization current is
%&
'
τ
+
λi
(1
−
s
)
u
R
s
m
ax
i∗m (Opt) = max
i∗ ,
(15)
τ + iR R q
Ls ωm
where τ and λ are constants depending on the parameters of the
machine and inverter [24], ir is the instantaneous rotor current
magnitude, and sm ax is the maximum slip allowed. The left
value in the brackets represents the minimum value allowed
when the maximum VSI (rotor) voltage constraint is triggered.
The implementation scheme is shown in Fig. 20: the d-axis
reference rotor current i∗r d is obtained by considering the effect
of the small phase shift φ1 , which produces a small d-axis stator
current component to be compensated for.
An alternative strategy based on predictive control of torque
and rotor flux to minimize losses and torque ripple simultaneously is proposed in [48], where the optimal rotor flux level
for minimum winding and converter losses is derived from the
optimal stator flux obtained in [24]. The details are illustrated
in Section V-H.
G. Discussion
Among the proposed FOC schemes, implementations
[32] and [39] seem to be better fit for the purpose of controlling a
DFIG-dc system because they take into direct consideration the
frequency–voltage constraint imposed by the constant-voltage
dc link. They also realize field orientation along the instantaneous stator flux and achieve inherent torque–flux decoupling.
Despite the presence of the diode bridge at the stator terminals,
the fast and accurate torque control achieved via the rotor VSI
allows the implementation of maximum power point tracking
strategies in an entirely similar manner to standard ac DFIGs [2].
As shown in Section V, a high torque dynamics is important
for the implementation of many control-based torque-ripple mitigation strategies, which generally rely on the injection of compensation signals in the q-axis (torque) component of the rotor
current space vector.
The open-loop scheme [29] and the closed-loop control
scheme [30] (based on the steady-state stator equation) might
not guarantee an instantaneous and accurate field orientation
and torque decoupling in the case of transients and parameter
drifts, particularly [30], which is sensitive to the saturation effects on the magnetizing inductance. They, however, make the
implementation easier, as they do not require flux estimation

Fig. 21. Twelve-pulse rectifying system implemented using a wound-rotor
induction machine with two three-phase stator winding sets.

and ac voltage sensing [30]. They would be recommended for
low-power DFIG units, provided that the torque ripple can be
tolerated, or for large units adopting multipulse rectifiers to
eliminate the torque ripple at the source. It is also important to
recognize that the frequency control scheme [32] only works at
the load, i.e., when the diode bridge is conducting. At no load,
the small-signal model in Fig. 7 is not valid because the stator
and dc voltages are not related to each other. Consequently, the
regulation has to switch to a “no-load operation mode control,”
where the control frame is driven at constant frequency (see
Section VI-B).
Among the flux weakening controls studied in [24] and [48],
the scheme in [48] looks particularly promising as it achieves at
the same time minimum losses and almost zero torque ripple.
However, the optimal flux trajectories for minimum losses in
[24] and [48] are based on a first-harmonic averaged model of
the rectifier, without including the harmonics. More research is
needed to incorporate the impact of harmonics on the losses in
order to get a more accurate prediction of the optimal flux level.
V. TORQUE-RIPPLE MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Torque ripple is a significant issue in the DFIG-dc system
and is caused by the interaction of stator flux and current diode
bridge harmonics [15]. Different strategies either at hardware or
control levels can be devised to address this issue.
A. Twelve-Pulse Rectifiers
Twelve-pulse rectifiers may replace six-pulse rectifiers when
the system uses either a three-winding transformer or a
multiphase-stator wound induction machine constructed with
the purpose to be used in new DFIG-dc systems [31], [37]. The
rotor can still adopt a standard three-phase winding to be connected to an off-the-shelf VSI. The practical implementation of
a 12-pulse system may adopt either star-connected and deltaconnected
three-phase windings with the number of turns scaled
√
by 3 or two sets of identical three-phase windings shifted by
30 electrical degrees. These two winding sets will feed two sixpulse diode bridges either parallel or series connected on the dc
link. This solution has been explored in [37], which only reports
simulations, and is shown in Fig. 21.
Fig. 22 compares the resulting simulated stator and rotor
current and electromagnetic torque waveforms to those of a
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Representation with EMF behind commutation inductance [14].

linkage and the stator current:

Fig. 22. Stator current and torque waveforms with a six-pulse (standard generator) and 12-pulse rectifying system (see Fig. 21).

standard three-phase six-pulse DFIG-dc system. In order to
ease the comparison, the rotor current is transformed into the
stator frame (superscript “s”), i.e., pulsating at 50 Hz rather
than at the slip frequency. The most significant improvements
with the 12-pulse system are in the rotor currents, much less
distorted, and in the electromagnetic torque, where the 300-Hz
harmonic is suppressed and the residual torque ripple drops from
0.14 to 0.02 p.u. peak to peak. The distortion of the stator currents, however, is similar to that of the six-pulse system, as the
stators are in fact connected to six-pulse systems.

B. Active Filters on the Stator Circuits
Active filters may be used on the stator circuits to cancel
harmonics produced by the diode bridge [12]. In this case, it
is necessary to introduce a three-phase inductor between the
stator and ac diode bridge terminals. This reduces the active filter
current component circulating in the direction of the dc side. The
component that circulates on the direction of the machine side
will cancel the harmonics produced by the diode bridge. In [12],
it is shown that the method is efficient reducing harmonics on
the stator currents, fluxes, and voltages. Rotor currents, voltages,
and torque are thus efficiently reduced. However, the method is
expensive when compared with others.

ψ̄x′ = ψ̄s + Las īs

(16)

Las = Ls − aLm .

(17)

Definitions (16)–(17) are consistent with the transformed
equivalent circuit in Fig. 23(a), where a is an arbitrary factor. The reference frame is then driven at constant speed using
′
to zero. At the same time, the magnitude of
(9) and forcing ψxq
′
ψxd is regulated according to the reference average power to be
exchanged with the dc link. This results in a sinusoidal EMF e′x
behind commutation inductance Las , which is set by the choice
of a. Then, a can be chosen to increase the Las in such a way
as to reduce the harmonic distortion in the stator current and
mitigate the torque ripple.
A simpler solution is adopted in [25] by forcing orientation
along the rotor current space vector, which results in roughly
sinusoidal rotor current excitation at the slip frequency. The
commutation inductance is in this case close to the stator inductance Ls , depending on the current controller bandwidth.
Methods in [14] and [25] avoid using physical inductors, as
the inductance is emulated by the control and machine. However, the phase shift between first-harmonic stator current and
voltage increases with the synthesized commutation inductance
Las . This reduces the power capability for given current ratings
or requires significant oversizing for the DFIG.
D. Direct Torque Controllers
DTC may be used to reduce torque oscillations [41]. The
torque is estimated using the stator flux and current. The control
chains are the stator flux and torque. These are controlled using
two PI controllers, whose output is transformed into the rotor
reference frame similarly as in the field orientation methods.
The method reduces considerably the torque oscillation, but its
efficiency depends on the PI controller bandwidth that is limited
in practice.
E. Resonant Controllers

C. Virtual Commutation Inductance
To some extent, the DFIG-dc system may be modeled as an
EMF behind a series inductance interfaced to the diode bridge.
This representation is in fact enforced by some control methods
such as in [14] and [25].
Rather than forcing stator flux orientation, the scheme in [14]
aligns control frame dx qx to an “internal” flux linkage space
vector ψ̄x′ defined as a linear combination of the stator flux

In the stator FOC, torque ripple can be, in principle, compensated for by deriving the q-axis reference command for rotor
current from the torque expression, as shown in (13).
The resulting reference signal is, however, distorted, as it is
affected by stator flux harmonics through factor 1/ψs . In order
to achieve torque-ripple compensation, it is then imperative for
current control to track the reference commands accurately, especially the harmonic component at 6ω b . Ordinary PI controllers
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Fig. 26.

Torque ripple mitigation with direct resonant control [39].

Fig. 27.

Torque-ripple mitigation with predictive delay compensation [45].

Fig. 24. Torque ripple compensation with PIR controllers in the current
loop [38].

Fig. 25. Reference and actual q-axis rotor current and torque ripple with
resonant controllers [38] tested on a 3.7-kW DFIG.

implemented in the field-oriented frame are not able to ensure
an appropriate tracking and need to be replaced or supplemented
by other means, such as PI controllers in harmonic synchronous
frames or Resonant Controllers (RCs). This concept has been
first proposed for ac DFIG systems to improve the power quality
in the presence of grid distortion [42] or stand-alone nonlinear
loads [43]. The implementation of PI-resonant (PIR) controllers
in the DFIG-dc system has been devised and tested in [38], modifying the basic closed-loop frequency control [32], as shown in
Fig. 24.
Fig. 25 shows the reference and actual q-axis rotor current
tracking and the resulting torque ripple in the scheme [38]: the
residual ripple is due to the 12th harmonic, which cannot be
tracked by the PIR tuned for the main (sixth) harmonic.
Direct resonant control is an alternative technique for torqueripple mitigation and consists of injecting a torque rejection
signal from the resonant controller directly in the q-axis reference rotor voltage. The implementation in the DFIG-dc system
has been devised in [39] and is shown in Fig. 26. Differently
from [38], this technique adopts a single resonant controller
and generates the compensation signal directly from the torque
error. This makes the compensation potentially more robust
against orientation errors, but the scheme needs an additional PI
controller for the torque. Torque estimation is carried out using
stator flux and current components.
The value ω0 = 6ωb is taken to compensate for the main
component of the torque ripple. The design of Kr and ωc is
generally carried out by analyzing the sensitivity transfer functions torque versus stator voltage and looking at a good tradeoff

between torque-ripple rejection and robustness against a small
stator frequency drift [39].
Further RC-based strategies were examined in [44] and [16]
from a broader prospective, trying to achieve a tradeoff between
torque ripple and current harmonics. Both studies investigate
the role of compensating terms within the current control
chain for dc-grid-connected [44] and stand-alone dc loads,
respectively [16].
The scheme in [44] achieves sinusoidal stator currents using
RC-based harmonic signal injection to compensate for the stator
distorted voltages, which appear as disturbance in the current
control chain. Sinusoidal stator currents imply reduced torque
ripple and losses.
Misra and Jain [16] explore the impact of different current
controllers and feedforward compensating terms, with more emphasis on the current control chain response. The comparative
study confirms that PIR controller strategies supplemented with
feedforward terms from transformations in multiple harmonic
frames achieve the best response.
F. Predictive Delay Compensation
Instead of improving the selective tracking of current [38] or
torque [39] controllers for specific harmonic components, it is
possible to correct in advance the reference signal (17) in order to compensate for the inherent delay of the whole current
loop caused by the limited bandwidth. This strategy has been
analyzed in [45] and enables relatively slow PI current controllers to effectively deliver the required q-axis rotor current
for torque-ripple rejection. The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 27
and also requires transient back-EMF compensation signals at
the output of the current controllers [46]. The predictive de-
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Fig. 28. Ideal, reference, and actual q-axis rotor current and torque ripple with
predictive delay compensation [45] tested on a 3.2-kW DFIG.

Fig. 29.
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Torque ripple suppression with repetitive control [47].

lay compensation replaces ζ(t) = 1/ψs (t) at time t with its
prediction ζ(t + h) at time t + h, where h is the closed-loop
response delay of rotor current controllers. Prediction ζ(t + h)
is determined by the forward Euler formula and using (1) with
esd = usd + rs isd :
ζ (t + h) =

ψ̇s (t)
1
ed (t)
1
− 2 h=
+ 2 ωb h
ψs (t) ψs (t)
ψs (t) ψs (t)

(18)

where the upper dot denotes the time derivative.
The sensitivity analysis developed in [45] for the impact of
h on the residual torque ripple ∆Te produced by the distorted
flux ∆ψs gave the following transfer function:
∆Te
T∗
= e (1 − (1 + hs)FI (s))
∆ψs
ψs0

Fig. 30. Small-signal model for torque ripple sensitivity in [38] (S1 ON,
S2 OFF) and [45] (S1 OFF, S2 ON).

(19)

where FI (s) is the closed-loop transfer function of current control loops. The approximation FI (s) ≈ 1/(1 + sτ ) refers to
the dominant pole with bandwidth 1/τ and shows that predictive delay compensation results approximately in a zero-pole
cancellation.
Fig. 28 shows the current tracking and the resulting torque ripple with the scheme [45]. Current tracking is inadequate for the
sixth harmonic, being based on conventional PI controllers with
3-p.u. bandwidth. However, the predictive delay compensation
corrects the ideal reference current (Ls /Lm )Te∗ /ψs needed for
torque-ripple suppression and generates a shifted reference i∗r q ,
so the actual current ir q equals (Ls /Lm )Te∗ /ψs .

Fig. 31.

Small-signal model for torque ripple sensitivity in [39] and [47].

Small-signal transfer functions for torque versus flux ripple
sensitivity analysis have been derived in [38], [39], and [47].
The corresponding block diagrams have been revisited as appropriate considering the ripple in the stator flux linkage as an
input and are provided in Figs. 30 and 31 in a unified form using
switches S1 and S2 ( [38] = S1 ON + S2 OFF, [45] = S1 OFF +
S2 ON).
H. Predictive Torque and Rotor Flux Control

G. Repetitive Control (RP)
Unlike structures [38] and [39] based on resonant controllers
tracking a single harmonic, repetitive (RP) control has the potential to eliminate all the harmonic components in the torque
ripple. The application of this technique to the DFIG-dc system has been investigated in [47]: the main control scheme is
based on the injection of the compensation signal directly into
the q-axis reference voltage, following the concept in [39]. The
scheme for the control signal generation is shown in Fig. 29.
The ideal repetitive controller with T0 = 1/6ω b is supplemented by a gain Q < 1 to improve stability and a high-pass
filter H(s) with a cutoff frequency at around 3ω b to block the
dc component in the torque error.

A predictive torque and rotor flux control was proposed in
[48] in order to avoid current control loops and provide very fast
torque dynamics. Differently from periodic control techniques
and similarly to predictive delay compensation, this strategy is
inherently insensitive to the stator frequency fluctuations and
can be adopted to compensate for the torque ripple even when
the stator frequency varies over a wide range. This feature was
exploited to achieve at the same time effective torque-ripple
compensation and field-weakening operation, minimizing the
winding and converter losses. The control scheme is shown in
Fig. 32. Predictive rotor flux estimations are achieved first with
the flux-current equations (4) and (5) for time (k + 1) and then
by integrating the rotor equation for time (k + 2).
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TABLE I
SIZING EQUATIONS FOR THE DFIG-DC SYSTEM

Fig. 32.

Control scheme of the predictive torque and flux control method.

Fig. 33. Torque ripple versus flux ripple sensitivity for different control-based
mitigation techniques.

In spite of the rotor flux estimation being partially based on
the integration of the rotor EMF, the torque-ripple suppression
works also at synchronism, although the sensitivity to parameter
inaccuracies, especially the inductances and rotor resistance, has
not been provided.
I. Comparative Sensitivity Study
Fig. 33 compares the torque ripple to flux ripple sensitivities
of different control-based mitigation strategies. For RC- and RPcontrol-based techniques, the sensitivity exhibits a deep notch
at the main frequency of 6ω b (300 Hz).
RP control allows an excellent ripple rejection also at multiples of the main frequency of 6ω b (300 Hz) and presents a
relatively larger robustness against frequency drifts if compared
to RC schemes. Apparently, the best robustness against frequency drifts is achieved with the predictive delay compensation, though its rejection at 6ω b is slightly lower than that
achievable with RP and RC schemes. However, this scheme is
sensitive to mismatches in the advance time h potentially generated by drift in the rotor time constant. The dashed-dotted curve
in Fig. 33 refers to a 30% h mismatch off the optimal value and
shows that the rejection degrades by 15 dB.
VI. DESIGN AND OPERATION ASPECTS FOR THE
DFIG-DC SYSTEM
A. Sizing
In a DFIG-dc system, all the magnetizing apparent power
must come from the VSI. In that respect, it might be more convenient to use the rotor to feed the diode bridge and exciting the

stator with the VSI. This configuration gives to the machine designer slightly more space to accommodate the winding system
in charge of providing the full excitation.
Quantification of DFIG and VSI ratings and minimum turn
ratio needs some assumptions on steady-state waveforms, which
are closely related to the chosen control technique. Table I
presents the system ratings for the two different scenarios considered in [14] and [25].
Apparent powers and stator voltage are normalized to the total
grid (turbine) power PT and dc voltage udc , respectively. Rotor
power Sr , in particular, is evaluated under the rotor voltage,
which would occur at unity slip, so the ratio Ss /Sr also gives the
stator/rotor magnetomotive force ratio. Obviously, VSI apparent
power SVSI is derived for a maximum negative slip of − 0.33.
Calculations carried out in [14] are based on an EMF-behindinductance representation for the DFIG and show that
! the optimal dc-to-peak-phase voltage ratio m = udc /( 2/3Usn )
falls within the range 1.43–1.56. Sizing equations presented in
[14] are quite involute, as they account for a sinusoidal EMF
originated by a generic flux linkage, inductance, and ratio m.
Assuming the magnetization flux ψm for the controlled flux responsible for the EMF and m = 1.54 leads to ratings collected
in the middle column of Table I, where σs = (Ls − Lm )/Lm .
In contrast, Iacchetti et al. [25] assume the diode bridge to
operate in the continuous conduction mode (CCM) and rotor
current to be sinusoidal: this yields simpler equations collected
in the right-hand column of Table I. As explained in [25],
the voltage rating Usn ≈ 0.85udc follows from the constraint
for the peak (distorted) stator flux (2π/9)(udc
√ to ex√/ωsn ) not
ceed the “conventional” rated peak value 2Usn /( 3ωsn ).
Should the limitation be imposed on the first-harmonic stator flux peak value only, the same reasoning would lead to
Usn ≈ 0.79udc , as in the middle column of Table I. While CCM
operation implies a less distorted stator current, it results in a
high phase shift between rotor and stator (first harmonic) currents, which erodes the benefit brought by lower distortion. The
CCM also induces highly distorted rotor EMFs with sharp peaks,
which increase VSI voltage demand and turn ratio, because voltage harmonics are seen from the rotor with a slip close to unity.
Conversely, operation with quasi-sinusoidal magnetizing EMF
in [14] minimizes the rotor voltage demand, which translates
into much lower VSI ratings than in [25]. Last two right-hand
columns in Table I set the boundaries of the reasonable range
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VII. DOUBLE-VSI DFIG-DC LAYOUT

Fig. 34.

Start-up transient at t = 50 ms.

for DFIG-dc sizing ratings. Wu and Nian [44] give a further
estimate !0.79 for the turn ratio in the scenario of the CCM
and stator sinusoidal current—somewhat dual to the assumption in [25]: this value is fairly consistent with 0.83 from [25],
which also accounts for the voltage drop across the rotor leakage
inductance.
Marques and Iacchetti [24] provide a comparison with the design requirements for variable-speed wound-field synchronous
generator feeding a constant-voltage dc link, which would be
the most natural competitor of the DFIG in such a system. For
the same rated torque, the WFSG power rating is ωm ax /ωm in
times that of a DFIG, i.e., roughly two times, for the usual slip
range of ±33% around synchronism.
In practice, the values in the two columns of Table I can be
considered as the reasonable lower and upper limits for each
quantity. As the CCM does not generally occur in practice,
values closer to those in the central column can be considered
appropriate. However, control schemes compensating for the
torque ripple may increase the current distortion and require
further checks to be carried out with simulation. Further research
is needed to fully clarify the impact of the current harmonics
on the additional losses, particularly those due to eddy currents,
and refine the power rating definition accordingly.
B. Start-Up
The start-up of a grid-connected DFIG-dc system does not
pose particular issues because the grid energizes the dc link
of the VSI, which can then magnetize the DFIG through the
rotor and build up the stator voltage. Control schemes using the
estimated stator flux angle γsψ like [32] need some modification
for the operation at no load: the angle γsψ needs to be replaced
by the reference angle γs∗ until the q-axis and the diode bridge
starts conducting and the control is switched to the load mode.
Fig. 34 shows the experimental start-up transient with the control
scheme in [32] from the zero stator voltage to the no-load mode
and a reference frequency of 50 Hz.
The stand-alone configuration, on the other hand, needs a
battery connected to the dc link to provide the initial magnetizing
current to the rotor: this is similar to what usually is done in ac
stand-alone DFIGs [27].

Early experiences with a double-converter-fed DFIM, mainly
for high-power motor drive applications, can be found in
[49] and [50], where the stator and the rotor were both fed by
independent back-to-back converters connected to the ac mains.
In [6], [51], and [52], the stator and rotor VSIs were paralleled
to the dc link of a third VSI interconnected to the ac mains.
The control technique was based on the rotor flux FOC with a
dead band for the stator and rotor frequency to avoid too low
frequencies and the consequent inaccuracy in the rotor flux estimation based on the integral of the EMFs. Direct torque control
was considered in [51]. The main feature of this system is the
capability to operate within a ±2 p.u. speed range at the expense
of having three fully rated VSI.
Some more recent work such as [20] and [53] looked at the
double-VSI topology for direct connection to a dc link. The subject was first tackled in [19] using a control technique partially
derived from standard ac-grid-connected DFIGs. The rotor-side
VSI controls the torque and stator reactive power, and the statorside VSI synthesizes constant-frequency constant-magnitude
stator voltage waveforms. In subsequent studies, the flexibility in the stator and rotor frequencies was exploited to either
minimize the VSI ratings or optimize efficiency, especially at
low speed. The main principles are outlined in [18], [20], [53],
and [56] and explained in the following. Further options to operate under power-voltage droop were considered in [54] and [55].
Yet again, thanks to the high torque dynamics allowed by the
control, maximum power tracking can be easily implemented
with algorithms and resulting performance similar to those in
standard ac DFIGs [2].
A. Fixed-Slip Control Strategy
In a DFIG, the rotor and stator power sharing depends on
slip s
P r ≈ s Ps =

ωs − ωm
Ps .
ωs

(20)

Nian and Yi [18] suggested to force a constant-slip operation
with s = − 1, i.e., with ωs∗ = ωm /2, in such a way as for the
stator and the rotor to equally share half of the overall power
delivered to the dc link. The two VSIs are then both rated to half
of the overall power, which is less than two times the usual sizing
in ac DFIGs. The practical implementation is achieved via an
FOC for both the stator and rotor VSIs and is shown in Fig. 35:
the control reference frame is oriented along the magnetizing
flux linkage space vector ψ̄m . The stator-side VSI is in charge
of the torque and stator reactive power control, with references
Ts∗ and Q∗s (generally Q∗s = 0). The rotor-side VSI controls the
∗
with
magnetizing flux magnitude to be at the rated value ψm
the d-axis rotor current and forces the orientation through an
algebraic similar to (11) for the q-axis rotor current
(∗
)
∗
∗
∗
∗
(21)
ψm
q = Lm isq + ir q = 0 ⇒ ir q = − isq .
The reference for the d-axis stator current comes from the
constraint enforcing zero stator reactive power at the rated
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Fixed-slip control scheme [18].
Fig. 36.

magnetizing flux
i∗sd

=

∗
±
− ψm

*

∗2 − 4(L − L )2 i∗2
ψm
s
m
sq

2 (Ls − Lm )

(
)
∗
= f i∗sq , ψm
.

(22)

The inner current control chains then adopt the usual PI controllers with feedforward decoupling terms.
Despite the equal power sharing in the two converters, the
stator frequency proportional to speed causes a large variation
of the stator voltage and frequency: they both drop significantly
at low speed. This makes the design of the stator-side VSI challenging and increases losses, worsening the operation at very
low speed.
B. Optimized Rotor Flux FOC
In order to improve the efficiency at low speed, Yan et al.
[53] proposed to move away from the constant-slip control by
keeping the stator reference frequency ωs∗ constant at the rated
value and reducing the flux. More precisely, Yan et al. [53]
adopt a rotor flux FOC, where the reference flux is either the
rated value (high speed mode) or an optimal value function of
the torque and speed (low speed mode)
%
!
usn /ωsn , if Lr Te∗ > usn /ωsn
∗
ψr d = !
.
(23)
!
Lr Te∗ , if Lr Te∗ ≤usn /ωsn

The corresponding control scheme is shown in Fig. 36.
Rotor flux orientation is achieved by using the integral of ωs∗
as a stator angle in the frame transformations and controlling ψr q
to be zero with the rotor VSI. At the same time, the stator VSI
controls the stator currents according to the following references
coherent with the desired torque and minimum loss operation
under rotor flux orientation [53]
i∗sd =

ψr∗d
,
2Lr

i∗sq =

Lr Te∗
.
Lm ψr∗d

(24)

Instead of using PI controllers for rotor flux and stator currents, Yan et al. [53] use a predictive control strategy, where the
optimal switching signals for the rotor and stator VSIs come

Optimized rotor flux control scheme [53].

from the minimization of a cost function. More details can
be found in [53]. Design aspects for the double-VSI DFIG-dc
topology are discussed in [20], proving that the capability to
operate at low speed allows savings in the gearbox too. A twostage gear box can replace the usual three-stage one for standard
ac DFIGs, reducing costs and improving efficiency.
C. Maximum Slip Frequency Control Strategy
The variable-slip control concept was further explored in [56]
in order to boost the stator voltage and extend the speed range
down to very low speed by setting stator reference frequency ωs∗
according to
%
if ωm ≥ωsn − ωr m ax
ωsn ,
∗
ωs =
(25)
ωm + ωr m ax , if ωm < ωsn − ωr m ax
where ωr m ax is the allowed minimum slip frequency. The control technique devised in [56] uses stator voltage orientation and
aligns the d-axis of the control frame with the stator voltage.
Furthermore, the layout includes a LC filter, which decouples
the (now) “line” VSI from the stator. Here, the rotor VSI is in
charge for the speed (torque) and stator reactive power control;
the line VSI enforces voltage control and orientation. In order
to provide a view more consistent with the notation used so
far, where the d-axis is in charge for the reactive power or flux,
stator voltage orientation in [56] is revised by assuming that
the q-axis is aligned with the stator voltage. Fig. 37 shows the
control scheme: switch S sets high-speed or low-speed control
modes; for the details of the voltage chain decoupling terms
(Dd , Dq ) and current control, the reader is referred to [56].
The torque-related rotor-current component i∗r q is always set
by a speed PI controller regulating the speed to the optimal
∗
for wind power extraction. The reactive rotor-current
value ωm
component i∗r d is either decided by a PI controller to regulate
the stator reactive power qs (at high speed, usually with qs∗ = 0)
or is maintained at the rated value (low-speed). As in [18], the
stator angle γs∗ is the integral of the reference frequency (25).
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Fig. 39. Overcurrent chart for a dc voltage dip at speed ω m and with remaining
voltage u r m [57].

Fig. 37.

Fig. 38.

Fixed-slip control scheme [56].

Two-VSI system operating characteristics with different controls.

The stator voltage orientation is achieved either directly forcing
usd to zero via a PI controller (at high speed) or by the algebraic
constraint (10), now solved with respect to i∗sq .

VIII. LVRT AND PROTECTION
The behavior of the DFIG-dc system under dc voltage dips has
been analyzed in [57], which also reports charts and simplified
formulas for evaluating the peak overcurrent according to a
function of dip remaining voltage ur m and initial rotor speed.
As shown in Fig. 39 (from [57]), voltage dips are classified into
three categories depending on the dip severity: A = no loss of
control, B = transient loss of control with single overcurrent
peak, C = transient loss of control with multiple overcurrent
peaks.
Unlike the standard ac DFIG, where the main problem is
the overvoltage occurring at rotor terminals and its impact on
the rotor-side VSI [58], the VSI and the diode bridge in the
DFIG-dc system do not undergo any overvoltage, as they are
directly connected to the dc bus, where the voltage dip occurs.
During severe voltage dips of types B and C, however, the VSI
loses transiently control and behaves as a diode bridge because
of the freewheeling diodes [57]. This occurs regardless of the
direction of the VSI power flow (i.e., speed value) before the
fault. To some extent, a similar behavior is also expected in the
dual-VSI DFIG-dc layout due to the freewheeling diodes in both
the VSIs.
The amplitude Is pk of the stator current first peak for initial
(steady-state) speed ωm 0 , current Is0 , and flux ψs0 is [57]

D. Discussion
Fig. 38 compares the stator voltage, frequency, slip, and losses
characteristics against rotor speed for control techniques in [18],
[53], and [56], assuming a turbine torque trend TT (ωm ) =
2
, so as to have PT = 1.33 p.u. at ωm = 1.33 p.u.. Loss
0.565ωm
[52] reduction and voltage boost in schemes [53] and [56] are
well apparent, though they come at the expense of increased VSI
rating demands Ps and Pr , and this may reduce the attractiveness
of this configuration. In terms of VSI ratings, the control scheme
with a fixed slip equal to − 1 [18] and unitary turn ratio represents
the best option and gives great flexibility for optimizing the
magnetizing current sharing between the stator and the rotor, by
modifying (22), in order to either minimize losses or optimize
the winding design compatibly with the rotor space.

Is pk ≈ Is0 +

ωm 0 ψs0 − (1 + n12 Ls /Lm ) ur m
.
ωs Lk r

(26)

Equation (26) tells that the higher overcurrent occurs at the
maximum speed (usually 1.33 p.u.) and is limited by the leakage
inductance Lk r . This may be transiently increased by using
additional series inductors on dc link or VSI ac side to be bypassed in the normal operation by a solid-state switch and to
be inserted when a large voltage dip is detected. DFIG designs
with larger Lk r may be considered as well, but they translate
into higher power ratings for the VSI. Oversizing the converters
or adding extra legs for redundancy [59] provides some fault
tolerance but does not tackle the issues of LVRT and cannot be
considered an adequate solution on its own.
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Protection layout enabling LVRT [64].

Very little research has been carried out to enable effective
LVRT in DFIGs interfaced with a dc network: this issue is
deeply entangled with the broader topic of dc-grid architectures and protection [60]. LVRT active control strategies in
standard ac DFIGs counteracting undesired flux components
via the rotor-side VSI, such as demagnetization [61] and virtual
rotor resistance [62], look unviable in this case, because of the
collapse of the dc voltage, which brings the VSI into the uncontrolled rectifying mode. AC DFIG LVRT approaches based on
current limiting resistors in the stator [63] can be adapted to the
DFIG-dc systems as well. Yan et al. [64] have proposed a similar
concept in the dual-VSI DFIG-dc system to limit overcurrents
and also protect the system against possible overvoltage when
the generated power transiently exceeds the grid demand. The
protection layout is illustrated in Fig. 40 and comprises a series
inductor, an adjustable resistor bank, a connection diode Dcon ,
and two power electronic switches Sm and Ss . The series inductor limits the current peak immediately after a voltage dip so
that the switch Sm can be opened to divert the current through
a highly resistive branch, adjusted according to the power flow
level established before the fault, and then back to the grid via
diode Dcon . In the case of a transient mismatch between generated and grid demand powers, switch Sm remain open, and the
resistor bank along with switch Ss operate as a braking chopper
to keep the dc-bus voltage within the prescribed range. Fault
current limiters based on superconducting technology are also
being explored for protection of power electronic interfaces to dc
power systems [65] and may be applied to DFIG-dc topologies.
IX. PRIORITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The research on DFIG-dc topologies flourished over the last
few years have been mainly focusing on control strategies in
normal operation, addressing torque and frequency regulation,
torque-ripple mitigation and Joule losses minimization, and providing some initial insight into design aspects and behavior during voltage sags. There are many key issues and open research
questions that have been scarcely investigated or remain totally
unaddressed at present. The main priorities and challenges to be
considered for future research activity at both component and
system levels can be listed as follows.
1) LVRT and protection solutions looking at
a) experimental validation of voltage-dip behavior
models and protection;
b) enhanced layouts with decoupling dc-dc converter
and coordinated control techniques;
c) optimized design of the full system.

2) Improved analytical modeling framework tackling:
a) prediction of flux and current harmonics in different
control strategies;
b) impact of harmonics on additional losses in the
windings and core;
c) improvement of optimal flux trajectories for loss
minimization in the DFIG-dc system.
3) Dedicated WRIM designs for DFIG-dc layout looking at
a) improved power quality (dc) and efficiency—e.g.
via multipulse rectifying systems;
b) minimum amount of passive components (capacitors/reactors);
c) feasibility of integrated designs (e.g. with rotating
diodes);
d) possibility of connection to a medium-voltage (MV)
dc power system (MV rotor/additional dc–dc isolated converter);
e) optimal design/sharing of stator and rotor magnetizing current in the dual-VSI layout.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper summarized recent research work on DFIG topologies suited for the dc grid interfacing and pointed out that
most of the literature focuses on two systems: the single-VSI +
uncontrolled-rectifier layout, generally referred to as “DFIG-dc
system,” and a double-VSI topology. Several control methods
based on FOC or DTC strategies with and without encoder were
described and compared in this paper.
The DFIG-dc system preserves most of the advantages well
known in standard ac DFIG applications, such as fast torque
control dynamics and derated VSI, but brings some issues such
as current harmonics and torque ripple. Despite the referenced
control-based torque-ripple mitigation strategies such as periodic control, predictive delay compensation, and predictive control have been proven to be effective, they cannot simultaneously
eliminate current harmonics and torque ripple. Future research
should investigate machine designs for multipulse rectifying
systems avoiding extra components.
The double-VSI topology enhances the power quality and
controllability of power generation with respect to the DFIG-dc
system and sweeps away the torque-ripple issue, though at the
expense of an extra VSI and increased ratings for these controlled converters.
Uncontrolled rectifiers and VSIs are inherently helpless
against severe dc voltage dips: these can result in high overcurrents and even loss of control as discussed in some recent
work on the DFIG-dc system. The exploration of LVRT enhancement strategies for all these DFIG-dc topologies appears
not sufficiently developed yet, particularly regarding dedicated
hardware and control solutions to secure adequate support to
the grid. There is also an urgent need to explore appropriate
DFIG designs, in particular multiphase, modular, and with MV,
to improve power and torque quality and scale up power levels.
These are certainly areas that need more research for these
DFIG-dc topologies to be successfully implemented power generation applications.
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